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Text :      My  Ideal  Friend 

   A real friend is hard to find . In fact , everybody who shakes hands or smiles with me is not  my friend 

in the real sense.  To be a real friend, some essential qualities must be present in a person.  He must be 

selfless  , sincere and loving . He must be ready to help his friends through thick and thin  . He must be 

very frank and always ready to tell his friend the defects he has.  

   I am very lucky to have a real friend at school . He has a lovely personality and charming manners. He 

is of my age . His name is Ahmed . He lives in a modest house not far from away from my house . I have 

known Ahmed since I was a little boy and we were admitted in the same school and same class. Ahmed is 

tall , and he has black eyes and a sharpened nose . He is one of the most clever  students of my class. He 

is very good at English and mathematics and he helps me a lot in my studies. In fact , it is through   his 

efforts  that I am a good student .  

   I have never forgotten those days when I was ill. He was sitting by my  bed in a chair talking to me and 

taking care of me. He refused to go home, and his presence was a source of great consolation and hope. 

He gave me strength to recover rapidly.   

          Adapted from the net  

Part  One  14 pts       A/ Reading Comprehension :  7pts          

Activity one  (3pts): Match each idea with its corresponding paragraph.    

               

1.  Ahmed's personality and physical appearance  .                         paragraph 1 

2. Qualities of a real friend .              paragraph 2                            

3. Ahmed nursing his friend  .                             paragraph 3  

 

Activity two (2pts) :   Answer the questions  according to the text . 

 

1. Must a real friend be honest    ?   

2. What does Ahmed look like  ?   

  

Activity three : Lexis   2pts  

 

 A/ Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to :  

          important   = …………………                                      honest  = …………………  

B/ Find in the text words that are opposite  in meaning to : …… 

          easy    ≠ ……………………                                        accepted    ≠ …………………………… 
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B/ Mastery of Language:        7 pts 

Activity one (2 pts) :  Choose the correct prefix to form the opposite  adjectives  . 

                      honest   -  polite  -   responsible    -   selfish  

im ir dis un 

  

 

  

 

Activity two  (3 pts) :   Give the correct form of the verbs between brackets .  

1 -    I (to have ) many real friends. I am sure they (to help )  me if  I need  any help at any moment,    

 2 -  If you want to be a good friend ,      ( not /  to  be)  jealous towards others .   

 Activity three (2pts ): Classify the following words according to their  pronunciation   
 

days       -       smiles     -      same      -     find  . 

 
 

    / ei  /     name    /  ai  /   I 
 

1-……….............//   2-............... 
 

     1-……………     //   2-……………..  

 

 

  

Part Two : Situation of integration               (06 pts) 

 

 It is said; * A good friend knows all your stories,  but a real friend has lived them with you.  * 

 

You certainly have a real friend who has shared with you some of your memories and you are proud 

of his  / her friendship .  Write a short article about .him / her to post it on your facebook.  

 

Talk about:  -  his /  her  personality  

                    -  his / her physical appearance . 

 - how he/ she affected your personality.  

 -  a memory / an experience you lived together.  

                                                                                                 

        Best of luck  

                                                                                              BEM 2022 , Yes, You CAN   
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SCHOOL YEAR :  2021/2022        Level:    MS4 

Third  Term English Examination    :                    Correction scale 

 

Part one (14pts)  :  A/  Reading comprehension (7pts) 

Activity one:   Match each idea with its corresponding paragraph    3pts  

               

1.  Ahmed's personality and physical appearance  .                         paragraph 1           1pt 

2. Qualities of a real friend .              paragraph 2             1pt               

3. Ahmed nursing his friend  .                             paragraph 3            1pt  

  

 

Activity  two: Answers (2 pts) 

1. Yes.  /  Yes , he must.   / Yes , a real friend must be honest                      1p 

2.    Ahmed is tall , and he has black eyes and a sharpened nose .               1pt 

 

Activity three (2pts):  Lexis 

 

a/ synonyms :     important   =  essential      0.5pt             /          honest     =  sincere   0.5pt     

 

b- opposites  :  easy  =/=   hard   0.5pt                                        accepted   =/=  refused     0.5 pt           

B// Mastery of language (07 pts)  

Activity one:  prefixes  

 

im ir dis un 

polite   0.5 pt responsible  0.5 pt honest  0.5 pt    selfish   0.5 pt  

 

Activity two:  verbs   (3 pts ) 

 

to have    →   have 1pt 

to  help   →  will help  1pt 

 not / to be   →  don' t be   1pt 

 

Activity  three :  pronunciation (2 pts)  

  /  ai  /   →            find    0.5pt                   -    smiles     0.5pt                                    

/  ei  /   →              same     0.5pt                   -    days   0.5  pt                   

                               

Part two: written expression 6pts 

 

- Topic sentences   /  indentation             1 pt  

- Sentences related to the topic               2.pts 

      - content of the paragraph  

     - the use  present simple and  past simple  2pt 

      - Capital letters and punctuation             1.pt 
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